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HOW CAN ARCHITECTS ACT
AS AGENTS, REPRESENTING
THE ‘INF0RMAL’?
Richard Brown

Architects have long acted as agents, representing
the privileged few, who have the finance, influence
and status to propose wholesale change in our cities.
But what happens when architects represent the
marginalised, informal communities who are many,
without wealth, status or influence?
I have argued that the creative communities
of Hackney Wick and Fish Island are the latter: and
they themselves are a class in need of an agent, or a
‘middleman’ negotiating a relationship with planners,
landlords and the higher political currents. As a
designer and member of that community, I have been
pursued this middleman role of agency, and therefor
was I was very captivated by the work shown at Wick
Session #13 by Informal Studio from Johannesburg,
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South Africa, where they have been working and
refer to as one of the most ‘unequal parts of the
world.’
It is a stark contrast to this very white
middleclass demographic of Hackney Wick East
London, instead in Johannesburg, we see a postapartheid urban environment with a clearly defined
segregated population, leaving black South Africans
homeless due to extreme lack of housing supply.
Informal studio, is made up of an entire class of
architectural students led by Thorsten Deckler and
Eric Wright of [IN] formal studio, from the University
of Johannesburg,(UJ).
The studio’s work focuses on the area of Malboro,
an ‘industrial buffer zone’ collaring the Alexandria
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Township, notorious for its informal settlements.
This grave need for housing has resulted in
those ‘shanty town’ settlements creeping into
the very industrial urban fabric of Molboro,

As agents, the studio have intimately engaged
with, observed and drawn the informal settlements
to give an overview of the situation for everyone to
clearly understand. Within their drawings they seek
to argue for the qualities of these environments,
whilst proposing ways to solve and mitigate their
health and safety issues to create better living
conditions. In short, the studios proposition is that
“the city that we all dream of in South Africa, already
exists in front of our noses… it just has its problems
to overcome”
The work undertaken by the studio, gives
increased status to these settlements, the
communities here are shown to be propositional and
willing to negotiate terms with the government with
a ‘lets meet halfway’ mentality.
They produced a ‘re-settlement plan’ which
proposes how to formalise, extended and manage
these settlements, which were formally presented
by the residents and the students to the city.
This mode of engagement has politicised the
community in a seemingly new way, through
workshops, talks and presentations these informal
settlements are constituting themselves as
formalised groups, who with their agents, can create
a pathway which cuts through the defeatist political
attitude which exists around informality and poverty
in Johannesburg.
But we know that this kind of architectural
practice, is a key issue for designers as agents,
anywhere. Informal settlements are a worldwide
issue for growing cities, and even in London we have
a ‘housing crisis’ which the government is struggling
to meet.
The approach taken by the [IN] formal studio is
vital, as it strives to deal with an issue which is being
failed by the authorities, who in South Africa have
a defeatist attitude, and in London have a default
market driven one.
They demonstrate for me, that it is important
to draw attention and give status to that ‘informality’
in the city, which is so often mis-understood. And
that to do so, the designer has to engage with the
complex informality of the city, using the skills and
techniques of mapping, drawing and presentation;
to celebrate its character, but question its
shortcomings, to propose methods (not products),to
create solutions.

THROUgH
WORKSHOP,
TaLks aNd
PrEsENTATIoNs
THESE INFOrMAL
SETTLEMENTS ARE
CONsTITUTINg
THEMseLVEs as
FORMALIsED
gROUPS
where families are self-building densely packed
neighbourhoods within industrial structures.
At first glance, the inner world of breezeblock
rooms, timber staircases, floating mezzanines,
scabby yards, broke down vehicles and general mess;
reminds me of the self-built artists’ studios in the
warehouses of Hackney Wick. But the conditions
couldn’t be more different. Instead here, a 12 sqm
single room, can be seen to house up to 8 men
sleeping in shifts, or even an entire family who will
have lived in that same space for over a decade. Even
with no essential services such as electricity, these
communities have prevailed to make these ‘screwfix’
like warehouse sheds more like convivial homes.
It seems a resourceful and resilient
phenomenon, the way these communities endeavour
to deal with the extreme lack of housing provision,
but despite their obvious struggle, the informal
settlements are at constant risk of eviction by the
government, which offers no alternative social
housing.
It is in this political space, where we see
informal studio operating as agents. They operate
between a fleeting resilient community one side, and
on the other, the government.
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Richard Brown is a local architectural researcher
and designer with 6 years of experience living
and working in and around the Legacy area of the
Olympic Park. Richard’s work has focussed on the
recording and representation of the neighbourhood
wide issues facing the communities living and
working within Olympic fringe area. His work
documents change and highlights local needs in
order to inform local authorities of how best to
address socio-economic factors such as affordable
workspace, community engagement and neighbourhood
planning.
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INFORMAL AND IN-SITU
ERIC CHARLES WRIGHT &THORSTEN DECKLER

In June of this year I embarked on a 10 day trip to
London representing [IN]FORMAL STUDIO at the
opening of the Atlas of the Un-built World1 , later
joined by Thorsten Deckler to take part in the ‘meet
the architects’ panel session at ‘the Atlas’ and deliver
a public lecture as part of a group discussion at the
Wick Sessions in Hackney titled Informal & In-situ.
This was by invitation from the British Council
after attending the summative exhibition of Informal
Studio: Marlboro South2. This exhibition was the
culmination of a 7-week design studio on in-situ
upgrading where the University of Johannesburg
and 26’10 south Architects partnered with various
community stakeholders, including MWCC
(Marlboro Warehouse Crisis Committee), CORC (The
Community Organisation Resource Centre) and ISN
(Informal Settlement Network), supported by GI (The
Goethe Institut).
The work on show at the Goethe Intsitut in
Johannesburg encompassed a selection of refined
studio outputs (4 short film documentaries, aerial
photograph, actual land-use map, figure ground,
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process and engagement map, life-world portraits
and student design proposals). During an intensive
post course engagement process the urgent
need to re-settle displaced residents resulted in
the production of re-settlement options for 11
‘vacant’ state owned sites in Marlboro South. The
formulation and production of these re-settlement
options were undertaken in collaboration between
BOOM Architects and 26’10 south Architects (both
founding partner practices to IS). These models were
subsequently added to ‘complete’ the exhibition
as an up-to-date catalogue of critically focused
research in partnership with community members
intended to generate practical outputs to catalyse
change. The exhibition also served as a platform to
prompt larger debate with additional stakeholders in
Marlboro resulting in the development of concepts
for warehouse conversions (from industrial shells to
rental accommodation) as an extended, and ongoing,
dialogue of engagement.
I arrived in London on the 6th of June with
a day to acclimatise before the opening of the
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exhibition on the 7th - I had planned to link up
with Rod Hackney, ex-president of RIBA and now
well known community architect. Before leaving
Johannesburg a colleague, Amira, had recommended
that I get in touch with Rod, imagining our shared
interest in community-and-people focused
processes of design-and-change would spark
meaningful discussions. The spirit of what we
spoke about was the role of architects working in

resettlement options for vacant lots would be on
show with approximately 60 other models from 40
different countries around the world. The exhibition
took place at the Old Ear Hospital at the Bartlett
School of Architecture, a mass collection of models
portraying projects in the process of being realized,
hence the name “un-built”. A severely impressive
collection of meticulously crafted models perched
in geographic seas of commonality upon raw steel
tripods inconspicuously geo-tagged with real world
coordinates. In this collection there were other
less obvious/ordered connections between models,
possibly even architectures; classified as un-built
for reasons ranging from clearly ‘in-process’ to
madly ‘unbuildable’. Within this collection the 22
resettlement options rested as a mis-scaled city
plan to observers and through informal discussion
became suspended amid clarity and madness – an
invasion plan for squatters prioritizing communal
spatial hierarchies to inform future growth, ten
square meters at a time.
At both the RIBA book launch and the
exhibition opening I met many people who were
excitedly interested in the work on show and found
my days between the opening night and the “meet
the architects session” filling up with lunches and
informal meetings to talk further about the ongoing
work in Marlboro South. With each discussion the
challenging nature of a project like this – engaging
with extreme vulnerability in intensely unstable
environments of urban inequality - it became more
evident that this kind of people-focused work
resonates as a relevant method to unpack and make
architecture as site specific responsive process. In a
climate of contemporary ‘cutting-edge’ architecture
and design I was surprised to observe the acceptance
of capital ‘A’ becoming lower case (grass roots)
problem solvers. Architects working with self
organized communities, plugging into existing
processes initiating long-term engagements.
Many of these conversations began with
reference to the ‘re-settling’ of illegal occupants
on state owned land, residents that had become
displaced from innovatively procured dwellings
though illegal/unofficial evictions (by JMPD) that
took place during the 7 week on site studio Informal
Studio: Marlboro South. What seemed to roll off
the tongue like some sort of edgy project catch
phrase or subtext; ‘invasion plans for illegally
evicted squatters to defensibly settle state owned
land’ (invasion plans for squatters) could easily
have been perceived as a posturing descriptor to
attribute some sort of rebel angle to the project.
However, one cannot take a statement like this too
lightly – the intention of this hyper-distilled one
liner introduction was to communicate the realities
of severe inequality in Johannesburg, coming to a
head just some kilometers east of Sandton CBD (the
financial powerhouse of Africa) in vacant warehouses
and open lots.

ARCHITECTS
AND URBAN
PRACTIONERS
PLAY A ROLE IN
BEGINNING TO
CONNECT THE
MISALIGNED
TRAJECTORIES
OF EXISTING
TOP DOWN AND
BOTTOM UP
PROCESSES
communities enduring themes of scarcity, resilience,
self organizing-and-building in territories of conflict
and inequality. These conversations began to explore
the emerging mindset of ‘A’rchitects becoming
architects – embracing their role as bottom-up
service providers entering into dialogue with people
and their day-to-day living conditions. This dialogue
began to articulate an interface in which architects
and urban practitioners play a role in beginning to
connect the misaligned trajectories of existing top
down and bottom up processes.
These discussions were invaluable in readying
responses (contextual, academic, economic, cultural
and political) to an audience I was anticipating. At the
opening of ‘the Atlas’ 22 process models depicting
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the taxi industry and informal settlements are by
far the most contextually rooted responses evolved
by ordinary citizens, without a professional in sight.
How do we deign to design for these conditions if,
as professionals, we have next to no knowledge of
them?

THORSTEN: BEING AN ARCHITECT IN
JOHANNESBURG
It felt good to find that the models we submitted
‘stood’ their ground amidst the many finely, some
obsessively, crafted objects representing projects
from some 40 odd practices. These 22 models,
made cheaply and quickly out of card and foam,
represented, together with a short film clip, a part
of an agitated socio-political reality of Johannesburg
- one we had become involved in as architects
teaching and practicing in one of the most unequal
cities in the world today.
It all started in 1652... it was all going to change
in 1994… but in 2013 we, as in South Africans, are
(un)happily carrying on expanding and refining the
Apartheid landscape at a mega-scale – an omnipresent template grafted into our landscapes
extending beyond our city boundaries into the
furthest corners of our country, not to mention
mind-sets across the race-income-class spectrum.
The glaringly obvious but confounding complex
issues of our time and place attract international
design-build-and-fuck-off studios by the dozen
(you may replace ‘design’ with research for some
of them). But how do we, as architects, ‘stuck here’
through the double bond of love and hate for a city
so dynamic and damaged that the raw energy exerted
by people to thrive-survive approach mythic levels,
engage with it through our skill set? How do we
position ourselves In a city where Informal trade,
ISSUE 4

ERIC: DISCOVERING HACKNEY WICK
The following day, after a compact presentation
of the process that lead to the models on show,
we spent the day in Hackney Wick with Andreas
Lang from Public Works. We were guided for some
hours through a seemingly conflictual landscape
where schlocky apartment blocks sat tightly against
the canals and light industrial roofscapes and
courtyards. We were introduced to local residents
who live in a number of these warehouses rearranged volumes of space to accommodate and
facilitate ‘other’ ways of living.
Experiencing these communal self-built
developments stirred dual contemplation. Firstly,
a contextual echoing of the somehow similar
post-industrial landscapes of Marlboro South
in Johannesburg – the witnessing of self made
communities that challenge modes of building,
practice and living. And secondly, the disparate
differences between these landscapes, one severed
from the city and the other supported by city
agency and guarded as community asset. Aside
from contextual differences these conditions of
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reality persist globally - people redefining the use of
spaces that were planned without their occupancy
in mind. Reinterpreting zoning and codes (and the
consequential physicality of these) for new, more
appropriate current uses.
Later that evening we presented, among other
collegial speakers including Andreas Lang, Chris
Warnock-Smith and Alison Killing, under the theme
‘informal and in-situ’. Each speaker bringing a wider
angle to the discussion; in-situ academic studios,
city council community projects and related themes
ranging from theoretical to actual, informality and
ephemerality.
The ‘outcomes’, or rather take away thoughts,
of the pre and post lecture discussion pointed to
more practical aspects of the projects presented.
How do academic studios become sustainable
community engagements that over time cultivate
collected change? How do these engagements,
through resultant actual projects, become viable and
sustainable practice models in shifting landscapes?
How can this augmented persona of the architect
be recognised as a more customary role in everyday
situations and realities, transforming societal
awareness of peripheral social landscapes?
These studios, projects and realities cannot
be reduced to academic trends, dressed up lip
service or merely symptoms of a sick system.
There is a growing condition, beyond the point of
overwhelming. It is at this juncture of manageable/
unmanageable, planned/unplanned where
contemporary methods of teaching, learning and
practice are challenged. It is in these conditions
of reality where new, more relevant responses are
discovered, ultimately shaping a future profession
of practitioners and teachers suitably equipped to
engage the complexity of the everyday.

THIS KIND
OF PEOPLEFOCUSED WORK
RESONATES AS
A RELEVANT
METHOD
TO UNPACK
AND MAKE
ARCHITECTURE
AS SITE SPECIFIC
RESPONSIVE
PROCESS

1 For 2013 the British Council has invited
international partners in London to participate
in a single major exhibition, Atlas of the
Unbuilt World, in celebration of the London
Festival of Architecture.
Each model will illustrate a new future for the
country involved through a series of ‘real’
projects, those either in planning or under
construction, which are due for completion in the
coming years

The [IN]FORMAL STUDIO (IS) is a multidisciplinary
platform which pools resources and skills on
in-situ teaching, research and actual projects
located in complex urban conditions. The IS’s
expertise in architecture and urban design is
informed by a bottom-up approach to planning
involving multiple stakeholders. Training and
research are integrated into IS projects with
an emphasis on ‘learning through doing’. Through
working in Johannesburg, one of the most unequal
cities in the world, the IS aims to re-direct
the practice of architecture and urban design
to support and lend agency to people-driven
development within the framework of public,
private community partnerships.

2 Informal Studio: Marlboro South: This course
was held in 2012 in Marlboro South (MS), an
industrial buffer strip implemented during
Apartheid to contain and separate Alexandra, one
of Johannesburg’s oldest townships, from its more
affluent surroundings. During a 7-week period,
fifty-one architecture students worked with
thirty community planners living in informally
settled warehouses and factories and on open
plots. During an extensive post-course engagement
re-settlement layouts as well as concepts
for warehouse conversions were developed in
collaboration with the Marlboro South Warehouse
Crisis Committee and CORC.
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st ELF - BUILD
KIRTI DURELLE

Sheltered from an early autumn’s episode of
torrential rainfall, a small crowd gathered in the
upstairs room of the White Building to participate in
the 13th Wick Session, a series of talks on the topic of
‘self-build’.
In the crowd, architects and architecture
students, but also many local residents, people
from the LLDC (London Legacy Development
Corporation), and members of the general public
looking for an alternative to their personal housing
crisis.
The idea of self-building seemed to have an
appeal across people with a variety of backgrounds.
Indeed, the term embodies a fundamental ideal
for the contemporary citizen: to dwell in a quality
home that corresponds to their lifestyle, their
family, to truly belong to a place, a neighbourhood,
and to have ownership of it, both in a material and
immaterial sense. It becomes increasingly difficult to
argue that this ideal is achievable within the current
framework of housing supply; as a matter of fact,
upon close inspection of this country’s situation, it
is immediately apparent how backwards the UK is
in terms of housing delivery, compared to foreign
counterparts. There is undoubtedly scope for (r)
evolution in the current system.
A key piece of research demonstrating this
argument was carried out in the later years of
the past decade and published in 2011. The readily
available ‘A Right To Build’1, authored by a group
originating from Sheffield School of Architecture
and practice Architecture 00:/, convincingly made
the case for self-building as a new economic
model to remedy the ills of market-driven masshousebuilding. The pamphlet functions as a quasimanifesto, providing all the data needed to sustain
the discourse on self-building. And indeed, on this
rainy night, a watchful eye could easily spot in many
presentation slides the ubiquitous infographics
borrowed from the essay.
The range of talks in Session #13 hinted at the
wide range of practices that are grouped under the
umbrella terms that are ‘self-build’ or ‘custombuild’. The common denominator to all these
practices: the fact that the first owners of a home
were also those who commissioned it. ¿Where the
money comes from, who physically carries out
construction, who provides the design, how many
people are involved, etc…?, the answer to these
questions varies with every model. Each presentation
ISSUE 4

in this Session gave a flavour of a certain form of
self-build at a different scale.
Max Goeschen described an ambitious small
scale venture to create an off-grid mobile cultural
venue, the Gaia Gallery2, in the form of a retrofitted
narrow boat cruising along the London canal
system. Rebuilt to function along the principles
of permaculture and using natural materials, the
gallery promotes its message of sustainability
along the waterways by demonstrating its energetic
independence and by involving local communities
in the constant process of its construction. Though
not directly related to housing, the Gaia Gallery is
an example of self-building in Hackney Wick which
offers clues as to how to organise projects that by
nature exist in contrast to a dominant system of
production.

SELF-BUILDING
AS A NEW
ECONOMIC MODEL
TO REMEDY THE
ILLS 0F MARKETDRIVEN MASSHOUSEBUILDING
With regards to the production of housing, two
other speakers presented projects of a larger scale,
each respectively aimed at a different segment of the
population.
In the first instance, Calum Green spoke
about housing the lowest income households for
which housing provision has become a by-product
of the private housing markets by way of Section
106 agreements (these are special conditions that
private developpers have to fulfil to obtain planning
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moment, benefit the individual self-builders, but
again encourages the mass-housebuilders. Seeking a
political champion to provide leverage was perceived
unanimously as an invaluable instrument to ensure
smoother planning procedures.
A lot of the issues encountered in self-building
projects seemed linked to their perceived novelty
by risk-averse local councils, often unaware of their
duty to promote and help self-builders. ‘Collective
Custom Build’5, the research project presented by
Sam Brown, begins to deal with this issue, designed
as a database of resources enabling self-builders,
raising awareness of the commonly encountered
difficulties and the strategies to overcome them. If
the content of the website might at first seem like
a lot to take in, its comprehensive curation and the
navigation tools it offers make it easier for selfbuilders to make sense of the information and to
create a personal collection of references.
The exploration of self-provided housing
models in academia was the topic of Robin Turner’s
presentation, who recently graduated from the
architecture school at the Sir John Cass Faculty.
After a study of international precendents in selfbuilding, the students of the CASS Unit 56 lead by
Silvia Ullmayer & David Kohn embarked on projects
with real clients in order to develop methods of
collaborating with large groups of end-users towards
custom design solutions. Focusing particularly on
screen-printing as a medium that allows progressive
layering of ideas during the design process, some
of the projects began to deal with the locality
of Hackney Wick in particular, exploring the

consent, such as providing additional buildings or
infrastructure in the community interest – social
housing, public building, tax…). Calum took us
through Citizens UK’s long and on-going (and
arguably pioneering) process to secure land for a
community land trust in Tower Hamlets in view of
providing 23 permanently affordable homes (and
their further efforts to secure more land on the
Olympic site)3.
Then followed Gus Zogolovitch who delivered
a pitch for his company Solidspace4, one amongst
a small and fresh wave of custom-build developers
targeting the middle class, this intermediate market
that does not qualify for housing benefits yet is
increasingly unable to afford a home. Central to
Solidspace’s identity is a genuine understanding and
interest in architecture, focused on the development
of homes whose qualities better suit contemporary
lifestyles.
Both experts in their domain, Gus and
Calum’s presentations emphasised the seemingly
insurmountable difficulty of the task of selfbuilding. Some consistent hurdles were identifiable
in their stories. First, the scarcity of land, seen by
some as the root of the housing shortage, which
drives value up and thus creates a fierce and
uneven competition between self-builders and
corporate housebuilders. This is directly linked to
another obstacle: securing finance. Again, the selfbuilder is at an unfair disadvantage when it comes
to obtaining and negotiating funds for a project.
Finally, the planning system and its ramification
into local and national government does not, at the
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possibilities of housing projects for the area.
As demonstrated throughout the Session, selfbuilding practices are gaining momentum, and in
their own way each speaker’s efforts contributed to
gradually lowering of the threshold of accessibility
to self-building. Currently, only 12% of new homes
in the UK are self-built, and property inflation is

successful project opening the way for another, one
political champion influencing others to follow suit,
more Solidspace/Igloo/Habhousing-type developers
forming… momentum builds – and with it, we must
keep promoting our message and convince all those
with influence that they should actively enable
self-build practices to flourish. The atmosphere
that evening might have been slightly gloomy under
the White Building’s soft bulbous ceiling, but I feel
change is already in the air.

CURRENTLY, ONLY
12% oF NEW
HOMES IN THE UK
ARE SELF-BUILT,
AND PrOPErTY
INFLATION IS
EVEr-SOARING
ever-soaring. Compare this with Germany, where
60% of new homes are self-built and property
inflation is almost non-existent. Despite the
struggles portrayed by all speakers this evening, I
would remain optimistic and say that perhaps, we
can hope to match European statistics in a not-sodistant future. My confidence – as unfounded as it
may be – is comforted by two arguments. First, that
developers are starting to wake up to the fact that
the current system has left a huge gap in the market,
which companies like Solidspace have started to
fill. With such a huge demand for better housing,
one would hope that more ‘enlightened’ developers
will start to emerge - not because altruism will
suddenly replace capitalism, but on the contrary
because markets will realise that custom-build
development is a financially viable system. Secondly,
there is the fact self-building practices can co-exist
and even co-depend on the current model of masshousebuilding. The two are not mutually exclusive;
actually many examples internationally prove how
they can complement each other – as when selfbuilders partner up with a volume housebuilder
to develop an area of a site that is too steep or too
narrow for standard marketable homes. As such,
the slow growth of the self-building industry is
more plausible than if the system had to undergo
complete revolution.
If my optimism is justified, the path is clear. With one
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1 www.issuu.com/alastairparvin/docs/2011_07_06_
arighttobuild
2 www.thegaiagallery.com
3 www.citizensuk.org
4 www.solidspace.co.uk
5 www.collectivecustombuild.org
6 cassunit5.tumblr.com

Kirti Durelle is a French national in exile in
the UK for over 10 years. In addition to his
background as a structural engineer, he is in the
last stages of his professional training as an
architect. During his studies at Sheffield School
of Architecture, he became interested in the
processes of gentrification and people’s varying
perceptions and understandings of it. He equally
likes to research and write about the occult
aspects of architecture and the design process.
He currently works at Ben Adams Architects in
London.
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WICK FISH GARDEN WALK
GIDEON CORBY

Two months ago or so, on a hot day in May I joined a
walk organised by Andreas Lang through his Hackney
Wick Curiosity Shop.
We gathered in Biggs Square and Andreas
explained how the idea of the walk came about. After
the twenty of us introduced ourselves we heard
a short history of the courtyard we stood within.
Originally the developer had planted a small tree and
some shrubs surrounded by asphalt, pavement and
grass. Easy to maintain and ideal as a car park and
dog toilet. A few residents got together and turned
the centre of the courtyard into allotments. The
children of the development found the allotments
an ideal playground and the gardeners became
disheartened. Children need space to play and an
amount of destruction is inevitable. A second effort
was made to make a clearly defined growing area.
This was undertaken reluctantly as fences aren’t
ideal but while we listened to the short history we
could see the allotments had produce. The woman
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who was the initial driver for the allotments was
clearly exhausted by the memory of her struggle
with developers, local authorities and other
residents. So much effort was spent on these human
elements, the gardening and growing wasn’t a feature
in her story. Whilst the first generation of gardeners
had not succeeded, their successors had learnt from
them and were reaping.
I have recently moved into a new development
where no gardening contract had been put in place.
As soon as we realised this, my partner and I began
creating a garden just as we would want it. We are
fortunate that we do not have competing claims
to the area and we have been able to turn a barren
place of slugs and bluebottles into one teaming with
bees and butterflies. As I heard the story of Biggs
Square I realised how lucky I have been.
We wandered on to Mabley Green. This is a
large barren expanse with new, loud sports facilities
along one edge and a big lump of stone in the
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middle. A member of the Mabley Green User Group
spoke about the recent history of events that lead
up to the asphalting of Mabley Green and it sounded
similar to those that occurred on Leyton Marsh, an
area I am familiar with. Project managers working for
the Olympic Delivery Organisation (ODA) said one
thing and something very different happened. They
hired dull thugs and expensive lawyers to ensure
they got whatever they wanted. Waltham Forest
Council and the Lea Valley Regional Park Authority
were eager junior partners wanting events and
facilities to generate ‘revenue streams’ while open
green spaces are viewed as a drain on the future
pension pots of their executives. The problem is that
the events and facilities they have built or inherited
have landed these organisations in greater debt.
Hackney Council paid similarly with the BBC
Radio 1 weekend on Hackney Marshes. However, the
council is not a monolith and there are individuals
within it who are helping those with a vision of
taking something bad and making it better. Over the
other side of the Eastway a slither of Mabley Green
was transformed into a wildflower meadow by a
local resident. While we listened to how he began
on his own but eventually received support from an
enlightened officer within Hackney Council we were
surrounded by butterflies and bees and the flowers
they depend upon.
Back in more urban Hackney Wick we entered
into a courtyard where a group of twenty odd artists
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had planted an ad hoc garden and installation with
the ulterior motive of preventing people from using
their courtyard as a car park. More flowers, less
flyovers!
We finished the walk being hosted in an old
courtyard by a hip chap who had laid out a spread
of various fruits and refreshments. He was very
welcoming and as with the previous stop offs within
other walkers’ gardens he talked a little about his
‘space’. Apparently there had been a lovely garden
developing over years but a party had been thrown
and the invitees had trashed the lot.
What did seem clear, and is getting clearer to
me is that a group of party-goers will trash a place
without regard for the uninvited and those who may
wish to enjoy the venue afterwards. This analogy
works on the local, national and global level.
The walk was an inspiring afternoon. A
meander through public and private spaces meeting
individuals who were making a difference to where
they lived.

The walk is the result of a conversation with
Sarah Bancroft who, in collaboration with other
residents, has been involved in setting up the
Biggs Square garden project. The walk is a
response to the desire to link up with other
gardeners in the area.
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MICRO ANAEROBIC DIGESTER:
A PILOT PROJECT
ROKIAH YAMAN

SEED FOUNDATIONS
Just as a pearl forms from a tiny grain of irritation,
so the LEAP project evolved in response to a
dissatisfaction. In 2011 Community by Design, the
organisation who went on to found LEAP, realised
their latest 3-year project was not sustainable. It
relied on regular injections of funding to deliver its
free health and wellbeing services to the community.
Previous projects followed similar lines, with
the excitement of an initial concept leading to
fundraising and subsequent realisation of the idea.
However, missing in their design was an inbuilt ability
to become economically sustainable, thus limiting
benefits and autonomy.
Another concern arose; providing something for
free can sometimes encourage reliance; how could
we create something that generates concrete
opportunities for people so they can sustain
themselves? And while we’re at it, how can those
benefits be mirrored in the environment, particularly
those largely unsustainable arrangements we call
cities?
These questions led to research into establishing a
social enterprise to generate biodiesel from waste
oil. Several months in, anaerobic digestion (AD)
emerged as more promising technology around
which multiple social, environmental and economic
benefits could be woven.
SENDING OUT ROOTS
Networking played a large part in forming the LEAP
partnership. Later in 2011, a 3-year pilot project
exploring micro AD was reaching its culmination
after having commissioned several reports and
demonstrated the technology with a 0.6m3 digester
in Newcastle.
Led by Cath Kibbler from the Community
Composting Network (CCN), it had gathered
substantial interest across the country, forming
a Micro AD (mAD) steering group with members
spanning engineering/manufacturing, public,
academic and community sectors.
This blend of private, public and community
interests informs LEAP, which comprises
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Community by Design, the Community Composting
Network, several members of the mAD steering
group including James Murcott and Angie Bywater
from Methanogen, Guy Blanch (Alvan Blanch
research engineer) and David Neylan PhD, plus a few
new additions - Mark Walker and Davide Poggio from
Leeds University and Aleka Designs.
FIRST SHOOTS
The partnership’s first funding application with
Camden Council was successful, giving us a solid
2-year foundation upon which to build. Camden is
known for its progressive approach to sustainability,
which led to their installation in 2008 of the first
biomethane refueling station in Europe, despite
other countries having larger AD industries e.g.
Germany’s 7000-8000 plants compared with the UK’s
100 plants. Biomethane burns cleaner and more
quietly than petrol or diesel, significantly lowering
PM10s ((particulates) and NOx (nitrogen oxides), the
most harmful emissions for health.
Kicking off in April 2012, the project designing its
first system building on CCN’s experience. While AD
plants in the West are generally medium-high tech
large-scale industrial affairs, developing countries
actually have more m3 of digester capacity, with
millions of low-tech micro plants in China, India, and
Nepal.
Our challenge involved making micro AD cost
effective in a colder climate where heating and
mixing are required, and expectations of user
friendliness, aesthetic design and regulatory
compliance are generally higher.
Our initial system design addressed changing gas
use across the seasons to include electricity and
heat generation in winter and cooking and water
heating during summer. It also featured feeding
flexibility with a mill and pre-feed tank that could
receive feedstock (organic waste) and pump it ready
macerated and mixed into the digester at regular
daily intervals.
Regularity is important, as the digester is essentially
like a stomach where microorganisms break down
organic matter in the absence of oxygen, releasing
methane, carbon dioxide and traces of hydrogen
sulphide and moisture in the process.
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This methane is largely identical to the mains gas
we use to cook with and heat our homes. It is also
given off from landfill sites when food waste is
dumped there. Currently, around 50% of UK landfill
sites capture and clean up this gas for fuel use
however, the rest don’t, allowing it to escape into the
atmosphere.
Methane is a greenhouse gas 20-30 times more
potent than CO2. Reducing methane emissions is a
an effective way to combat climate change. Scotland
has taken the bold move of banning food waste to
landfill from 2014, while Wales has committed to
zero waste by 2050. England remains on the fence
and currently relies on raising landfill tax to dissuade
people from dumping waste there.

LEAVES…
We applied for full planning permission for our
pilot 2m3 AD system after having found a home at
Camley Street Natural Park – a London Wildlife Trust
environmental education centre set in a beautiful
2-acre nature reserve by the canal near Kings Cross.
While waiting for consent to build, we were
commissioned to produce a report for the
Technology Strategy Board’s Future Cities
Competition, where cities were encouraged to dream
up ways of integrating systems within a dense urban
area to demonstrate sustainability, efficiency and
better quality of life.
Our proposal naturally focused on micro AD and
how networks of small-scale digesters ranging
between 1-500m3 could help reduce waste transport
and emissions, save waste management costs,
generate local energy and employment and produce
fertiliser to support local food growing and greening
projects. The report quantified these outcomes and
explored the business case for their sustainable
development post funding.
Meanwhile, with planning permission granted, we
began building the infrastructure for our pilot plant
at Camley Street, a process that would take us
through the cold winter of 2012. It was freezing! A
welcome interruption in the spring of 2013 came with
another feasibility study, this time for WRAP – Waste
& Resources Action Programme – a government
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funded body focused on waste prevention and
recycling.
While the Future Cities report had a theoretical
budget of £24 million to play with (which eventually
went to Glasgow), WRAP’s DIAD II fund was more
modest and realistic, focusing specifically on driving
innovation in the AD sector. We scaled down our
initial AD network concept to three sites within a
1-mile radius. A potential fourth self-funded site was
6 miles away.
WRAP liked the proposal. They felt it was both
innovative and achievable and granted us funding to
demonstrate the network.
For a group of engineers, academics and community
bods, this was hugely exciting! A chance to show how
decentralized, closed-loop, integrated thinking can
create sustainability and benefits on multiple levels.
Aside from environmental and economic gains, the
project has great potential to develop educational
and community engagement opportunities as the
technology is easier to grasp at a more human scale.
People get to see the benefits close up and can be
inspired by it.
Site 1 Camley Street Natural Park would be
upgraded to include a micro CHP (combined and
power) unit. Its about the size of a boiler and
generates electricity and heat from the biogas, which
will be scrubbed (cleaned) to remove most of the
hydrogen sulphide, moisture and CO2, leaving largely
methane. The design is simple and if it works as well
as we hope, will be a massive cost reduction on the
nearest scrubbing unit we can find. The site will also
host algae cultivation and low cost hydroponics to
utilise fertiliser and CO2 from the AD process. We
plan to grow Spirulina and Chlorella, two stains of
algae with regenerative properties used in cosmetics
and soap making, and as a food supplement.
Site 2 The Calthorpe Project on Grays Inn
Road is a well-established community garden and
centre. The biogas there will be used raw to heat
polytunnels and a greenhouse - a fantastic use as the
CO2 and sulphur released during burning helps plant
growth, so nothing is wasted. The fertilizer will of
course be extensively used on-site. The Calthorpe’s
1m3 modular digester will be a low-cost, manually
operated system that will become affordable to
community groups.
Site 3 Alara Wholefoods was established in 1975
with a factory and successful wholefood shop, both
close to Kings Cross. Their commitment to becoming
the most sustainable business ever, led them to
manufacture high quality organic wholefoods. They
have also created a 300m2 forest garden, vineyard
and orchard on their factory grounds - ample space
to utilise the fertiliser from a 6m3 digester. The
biogas there will be scrubbed and compressed to
biomethane for use in their local food delivery van.
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in Waltham Forest collect a wide range of
recyclable waste including half a tonne of food
waste daily. They are keen to keep on improving
their sustainability both economically and
environmentally. We proposed a 20m3 system with
the ability to convert biogas to biomethane for their
collection vehicles. We’re still waiting to see if this
might materialise but it is worth mentioning as the
economics of this size work out nicely with a 5-6
year payback period.
This may still seem a lot in today’s world but
is worth it for a technology that saves waste miles
and makes use of what might otherwise be a wasted
resource, not to mention the benefits of recycling
nutrients and closing the urban waste-energy-food
loop. As the technology is more widely taken up,
these costs will reduce. This is what we are working
towards.
EARLY FLOWERING
We launched the pilot system at Camley
Street Natural Park on October 4th this year.
Commissioning is still in progress, which means
some feedstock has been introduced into the
digester from established digesters as a starter
culture complete with microorganisms. The heating
has just been turned on as the organisms like to
be around 38-42oC. Energy wise, this along with
power used for mixing and monitoring is considered
a parasitic load and must be carefully managed to
ensure systems produce a positive net energy total.
We use a cargo bike for collections and have so far
collected 200kgs food waste from local businesses
including Kier, a large construction company
championing our cause and supporting us with
timber, St Athans Hotel, whose manager Stefan Geyer
is Chair of the Permaculture Association, and London
Contemporary Dance School, whose CEO, Kenneth
Tharp OBE personally made sure they were involved
with the project at the early stage.
The more businesses we talk to the more we are
realising the scale of available food waste and how
many people there are wanting to do something
useful with it. One 2009 statistic described the
volume in Central London as 200 tonnes produced in
a 2-mile radius daily!
FUTURE FRUIT
We are currently in early discussions with
R-Urban a Hackney Wick-based initiative and
Cob in the Community, both with exciting visions
involving urban micro digesters in closed loop
demonstrations.
Cob in the Community’s proposal is evolving around
a 20m3 digester insulated with cob and straw that
would become a beautiful, educational sculptural
feature. Site expansion would include a café and
resulting food waste complete with Loowatt
waterless toilets providing AD ready feedstock.
marCH 2014

R-Urban Wick aims to set up a citizen-led Re-Use
Centre in Hackney Wick & Fish Island (HWFI), a
public facility supporting and making public the
culture of re-use, invention and resourcefulness
that is embedded in the area. Their proposed centre
would include a 20m3 digester, workshops, tool
library, kitchen, shop, archive, research space / artist
residency space.
For both proposals, community engagement
opportunities would be maximised throughout the
building and operational phases and the AD systems
could be modular, able to expand if more food waste
became available.
LEAP’s previous research contributes a number
of additions; pre-processing biomethane collection
vehicles operating locally with parallel zero carbon
cargo bikes collections to canalside drop points;
biomethane barges to transport this waste plus
residential barge food waste and sewage pump outs
collected en route to the digester; barges could also
distribute fertiliser to users along the canal.
By utilising AD byproducts methane generated
heat and electricity, CO2, sulphur and fertiliser,
a range of micro enterprises could complete the
closed loop demonstration;
• polytunnels with raised beds for food growing,
• micro algae cultivation to produce ingredients
for soap and cosmetics making,
• hydroponics
• aquaponics (micro fish farming) and
• a micro brewery (thermal synergy with AD).
Waste products from these activities would be fed
back to the digester.
These projects would benefit temporary sites
or brownfield sites by the canal, which could be
regenerated using digestate and provide a training
ground for young unemployed people learning to
grow food. Any potential site owners out there…?
PART OF THE GROUNDSWELL
The future is a creative act we all participate in on a
day-to-day basis. We tap into rich seams of energy
and inspiration when we focus on the best we can
be, the best we have to offer at any given time. In this
collective endeavor, every contribution counts, be it
local or global, corporate or community individual
or state. We hope these micro ADventures can
contribute to the emerging vision of sustainability
and joined up thinking that may just carry us through
the 21st century.

LEAP micro AD is a cross sector partnership
developing micro anaerobic digestion, a renewable
technology that turns all organic waste (except
wood) into a clean fuel and fertiliser.
To find out more about the LEAP project or visit
the pilot system:
leap@communitybydesign.co.uk
www.communitybydesign.co.uk
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

WICK SESSION NO. 19

COMING SOON

WALKING CARPENTER ESTATE

Wick Session No. 19: Values of temporary use.
Temporary uses of vacant spaces are an emerging
part of London’s social and cultural landscape,
at the intersection of competing imaginaries and
material dynamics. This Wick Session brings together
practitioners and urban researchers to explore the
overlapping systems of values mobilised on the
ground by projects of temporary use (e.g. alternative
economies, voluntary labour), and their relationship
to wider dynamics of urban transformation. Which
value(s) are mobilised by temporary uses and who
benefits from them?

Join us for a ‘walk and talk’ across the Carpenters
Estate in Stratford, east London.
With the arrival of infrastructure for the Olympics,
the new Westfield shopping centre, new hotels
and housing developments the Greater Carpenters
Neighbourhood has changed beyond recognition.
The informal walk will be guided by, public
works with local residents and What if: Projects
to explore the Carpenters Estate and talk about
neighbourhood planning while offering a chance to
walk, talk and explore.
www.r-urban-wick.net/events/walking-carpenters-estate

www.r-urban-wick.net/events/value-of-temporary-use

WICK SESSION NO.20

Wick Session No. 20: Co-producing the makeshift.
Temporary, improvised and vernacular, makeshift
spatial interventions are an important alternative
to the dominant production of urban spaces. They
tend to be associated with collaborative and selfmanaged forms of organisation, a DIY design logic
which questions hierarchies of expertise, and the
de-commodification of space through commoning.
Makeshift spaces, from warehouse occupations to
public realm interventions, have played a key role in
Hackney Wick’s recent history. This Wick Session will
consider this trajectory in relation to current local
policy, as well as makeshift practices elsewhere..
www.r-urban-wick.net/events/the-makeshift-city

Complementing Wick Session on the Makeshift City, a
walking tour of the makeshift spaces of Hackney Wick
has been organised. It is entitled The Production of
the Makeshift and will be led by Richard Brown from
Affordable Wick.
http://r-urban-wick.net/events/the-production-of-themakeshift

R-UrBAN: is a bottom-up strategy that explores the

WICK ON WHEELS: is a roaming production unit, which

possibilities of enhancing the capacity of urban
resilience by introducing a network of residentrun facilities. R-Urban initiates locally closed
ecological cycles that will support the emergence of
alternative models of living, producing and consuming.
R-urban is supported by the EU Life+ Programme of
environmental governance. The project partners are
AAA, Paris (coordinator), the City of Colombes and
public works, London. Wick on Wheels and Wick Sessions
are coordinated by public works as part of R-Urban.
To learn more visit: www.r-urban-wick.net or contact us
on mail@r-urban-wick.net

travels across Hackney Wick and the surrounding areas.
It engages with local communities of East London to
reuse, recycle, repair and re-make.
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WICK SESSIONS: are a series of talks, seminars and walks
dedicated to Hackney Wick and its surrounding area,
bringing together a wide range of voices and expertise.
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